
Taiwan apprehensive about the World Health Assembly (WHA) Invitation  

Taiwan received an invitation to attend the annual World Health Assembly (WHA) in Geneva as an observer. 

However, The China Post (China) reports, Taiwan officials have released a statement expressing their 

discontent over the invitations reference to the “One China Principle”. The principle recognises the People’s 

Republic of China as the only sovereign state with legitimate power to represent China’s diplomatic pursuits. 

Taiwan argues, the acknowledgement of the principle undermines the status of its country, according to Focus 

Taiwan (Taiwan). Taiwan will still attend the WHA but the statement stressed that Taiwan's participation does 

not mean it accepts the "One China Principle”.  

Morocco-China establish strategic partnership 

Morocco and China signed a joint statement on establishing a strategic partnership between the two countries. 

King Mohammed VI of Morocco has expressed interest in diversifying political and economic partnerships. 

According to Medafrica Times (Switzerland), this bilateral relationship will enhance mutually beneficial south-

south cooperation. During his visit to China, he also suggested a triangular Morocco-China-Africa cooperation 

It is anticipated that triangular cooperation will diversify Chinese and Moroccan market penetration in Africa, 

with the private sector, potentially leading development and investment, reports The North Africa Post 

(Morocco).    

Aveyime in Ghana introduces Chinese farming technology 

In 2010, the China Geo Engineering Co-operation (CGEC) established the Aveyime Harvest Farm in Ghana . It 

has served as a research centre and model farm for enabling the development of Chinese farming methods 

within the region, according to Ghana Business News (Ghana). Last year, farmers at the Aveyime rice project 

struggled to break even as a result of high electricity tariff rates and faced near collapse, reports Pulse 

(Ghana). The CGEC hopes the recent introduction of solar power in irrigation will reduce electricity bills and 

allow farmers to generate sufficient profits. 

Trial in Tanzania against the ‘Ivory Queen’ has been postponed 

The Tanzanian court has postponed the trial of Yang Fenglan. The Chinese businesswoman and former 

deputy director of the Tanzania China-Africa Business Council is accused of smuggling elephant tusks worth 

US$ 2.5 million from Tanzania to China, between 2000 and 2014. High demand for ivory in China emerges 

from its use in holistic medicine and ornaments, the BBC (UK) reports. Unfortunately, Tanzania has lost two 

thirds of its elephant population in the past decade. In support of wildlife conservation initiatives, China has 

banned imports of ivory items, according to China Daily (US). 

Canned in market to expand to India 

Air pollution in some of the world’s largest economies has led to the development of fresh air in a can. The 

Canadian owned company, Vitality Air has been successfully selling varieties of fresh air to China since last 

year at US$14 to US$20 a bottle, reports Quartz (India). Air quality has improved steadily in China but in India, 

it has worsened over the years. According to The New Indian Express (India), Vitality Air is currently test-

marketing its product in India and the hopes this will be its largest market.       
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